
IMPLICIT BIAS AND WHITE PRIVILEGE

Race, Racism and the Ramifications for Philanthropy



Debate vs. Dialogue
Debate Dialogue

Assuming that there is a right answer and that you 
have it Assuming that many people have pieces of the answer

Combative: participants attempt to prove the other 
side wrong

Collaborate: participants work together toward 
common understanding 

About winning About exploring common ground 

Listening to find flaws and make counter-arguments Listening to understand, find meaning and agreement

Defending our own assumptions as truth Revealing our assumptions for reevaluation

Seeing two sides of an issue Seeing all sides of an issue

Defending one’s own views against those of others Admitting that others’ thinking can improve ones own

Searching for flaws and weaknesses in others’ 
positions Searching for strengths and value in others’ positions

By creating a winner and a loser, discouraging 
further discussion 

Keeping the topic even after the discussion formally 
ends

Seeking a conclusion or vote that ratifies your 
position Discovering new options, not seeking closure

Source: Mark Gerzon, Learning through Conflict: How Successful Leaders Transform Differences into Opportunities 



DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION





UNCONSCIOUS/ IMPLICIT BIAS



Unconscious Bias in the News







11 Million pieces of information each second through our senses.



Brain Processes 

• Sort into categories

• Create associations

• Filling in the gaps



Unconscious Bias
• An Implicit association or attitude that:

• Operates beyond our control and 
awareness

• Informs our perceptions of a person or 
social group

• Can influence our decision making and 
behavior (Catalyst Women)

• Our implicit people preferences, formed by 
our socialisation, our experiences, and by 
our exposure to others’ views about other 
groups of people.

• Quick and often inaccurate judgment 
based on limited facts and our own 
life experiences. 

• This gives certain individuals and groups both 
unearned advantage and unearned 
disadvantage in the workplace. 

• People can consciously believe in 
equality while simultaneously acting 
on subconscious prejudices



Unconscious Bias
• In 1995, a pair of psychologists, Anthony 

Greenwald and Mahzarin Banaji, defined 
the term “implicit stereotype,” to describe 
how we unconsciously attach 
characteristics to people from a certain 
social group, using random bits of 
acquired information, influenced by our 
culture, upbringing and previous 
experience. This creates a bias – even one 
we might consciously and overtly reject. 

• Unconscious biases are mostly 
triggered by primary factors such as 
race, gender and age

• Biases are most likely to be activated 
by stress, time constraints, 
multitasking and need for closure.

• Affinity Bias
• Confirmation Bias
• Distance Bias



Becoming Aware of Unconscious Bias

�“Implicit biases can 
contradict values, 
escape detection 
and influence action”

�Note your surprise…
� A behavior?
� A comment?
� A skill?
� A life experience?



Unconscious Bias
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Data, Education, and Practice/Action



Approaches to “Debiasing”

Debiasing

Counter-
Stereotypic 

Training

Expose 
People to 
Counter-

Stereotypic 
Individuals

Intergroup 
Contact

Education 
Efforts 

Aimed at 
Raising 

Awareness 
about 

Implicit Bias

Having a Sense 
of 

Accountability 

Taking the 
Perspective of 

Others

Engaging in 
Deliberative 
Processing

Source: Kirwan Institute report on Implicit Bias 



Take Five: Tips for Uncovering Bias

1. Acknowledge potential for bias

2. Be wary of first impressions

3. Learn about stereotypes

4. Broaden your focus

5. Expose yourself to alien 
experiences

Source:  http://today.duke.edu/2013/03/takefivediversity



Mitigating Bias

• Acknowledge differences

• Acknowledge the potential for 
bias (individual/organizational)

• Check thought processes and 
decisions for biases

• Identify sources of stress

• Be open to feedback

• Increase the exposure to 
stereotyped group members/ 
“others”



Reflection Questions

• Who do I take to important site visits or 
cross-team meetings?

• Who do I encourage to lead or speak 
out at meetings? Am I creating 
opportunities for those less 
extroverted to demonstrate their 
capabilities equally to leaders or other 
colleagues?

• Do I typically hire the same type of 
person, or personality type?

• When I say a candidate is not the right 
"fit,” what do I mean?

Source: Adapted from Ernst and Young/Royal Bank of Canada. 
Outsmarting Our Brains: Overcoming Hidden Biases to Harness Diversity’s 
True Potential









MICRO BEHAVIORS/ 
MICROINEQUITIES: SMALL 
WITH BIG IMPACT
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Micro-inequities
…Small events which are often 
ephemeral and hard-to-prove, 
events which are covert, often 
unintentional, frequently 
unrecognized by the perpetrator. 
Micro-inequities occur wherever 
people are perceived to be 
different. – “Barriers to Equality, the 
Power of Subtle Discrimination to 
Maintain Unequal Opportunity.” Mary 
Rowe, 1990

“Brief, everyday exchanges that 
send denigrating messages to 
certain individuals because of 
their group membership.”   -
Derald Wing Sue

Micro-inequities are woven into all 
the threads of our work life and of 
education. 

They are "micro", not at all in the 
sense of trivial, but in the sense of 
miniature.  - Mary Rowe





Examples of Microinequities… • Assuming everyone has the same 
knowledge of a region/city

• Rolling of the eyes when someone 
is speaking, performing, or 
presenting

• Assuming that we all have the same 
background, and history

• Typing or texting while someone is 
talking to you

• Calling someone by a nickname 
rather than their name

• Consistently being late for team 
meetings

• Using slang/acronyms that not 
everyone understands

• Making assumptions about life 
experiences

• Challenging someone’s competence 
or motivation

• Mentioning the achievements of 
some people at a meeting but not 
others whose achievements are 
equally relevant



Microaffirmations

• “…apparently small acts, which 
are often ephemeral and hard to 
see, events that are public and 
private, often unconscious but 
very effective, which occur 
wherever people wish to help 
others to succeed.“

• Asking questions
• Using someone’s name
• Positive tone of voice
• Listening
• Others?



PRIVILEGE/FRAGILITY





“White Fragility”
White Fragility is a state in 
which even a minimum 
amount of racial stress 
becomes intolerable, 
triggering a range of 
defensive moves. These 
moves include the outward 
display of emotions such as 
anger, fear, and guilt, and 
behaviors such as 
argumentation, silence, and 
leaving the stress-inducing 
situation. 

These behaviors, in turn, 
function to reinstate white 
racial equilibrium.” 

- Dr.Robin DiAngelo



ACTION PLANNING/
MOVING FORWARD



Individual “Bias Interrupters” 

Source: http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/how-combat-unconscious-bias-individual

Question your 
assumptions

Analyze

Take a risk 

Disrupt the default 

Speak out

Hold yourself and 
others accountable

Which of these 
might be 

actionable for 
you? 

What additional 
learning might 
be helpful to 

you? 

How might you 
set up a check-in 

with or follow-
up? 



The Four Leadership Behaviors 
Linked to Inclusion

Source: www.catalyst.org/knowledge/inclusive-leadership-view-six-countries

Empowerment
Enabling direct reports 
to develop and excel.

Humility
Admitting mistakes. 

Learning from criticism and 
different points of view. 

Acknowledging and seeking 
contributions of others to 

overcome one’s limitations.

Courage
Putting personal interests 

aside to achieve what 
needs to be done. Acting 

on convictions and 
principles even when it 

requires personal 
risk-taking.

Accountability
Demonstrating 

confidence in direct 
reports by holding them 

responsible for 
performance they can 

control. 

Countries surveyed: Australia, China, Germany, Mexico, and the United States.





Resources
• Thought papers on Unconscious Bias by Howard Ross http://cookross.com/services/thought-leadership/free-

thought-papers/ 

• Inclusion Nudges: http://inclusion-nudges.org/ 

• Outsmarting Our Brains http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/Outsmarting-our-brains/$FILE/EY-RBC-
Overcoming-hidden-biaises-to-harness-diversity.pdf

• How Unconscious Bias Affects Everything You Do  http://www.fastcompany.com/3037359/strong-female-
lead/how-unconscious-bias-affects-everything-you-do 

• Microsoft Unconscious Bias training (free video) 
http://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2015/11/02/uncovering-unconscious-bias/ 

• Reflecting on the Small Things with Big Impact: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tanya-m-odom-edm/reflecting-
on-the-small-t_b_5544845.html



Resources

• UnBiased video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbE0EoeXd-M

• Catalyst Women resources on Unconscious Bias: http://www.catalyst.org/unconscious-bias

• Microagressions:
• https://www.buzzfeed.com/hnigatu/racial-microagressions-you-hear-on-a-daily-

basis?utm_term=.abnommnvp#.tcEopp7V0

• Microagressions in Everyday Life: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJL2P0JsAS4

• Building a Psychologically Safe Workplace: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhoLuui9gX8

• Getting the Most from Your Diversity Dollars: https://www.bcg.com/en-us/publications/2017/people-organization-
behavior-culture-getting-the-most-from-diversity-dollars.aspx

• Tanya M. Odom 
Twitter: @TMODOM
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tanya.m.odom/

TANYAODOM@aol.com
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJL2P0JsAS4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhoLuui9gX8
https://www.bcg.com/en-us/publications/2017/people-organization-behavior-culture-getting-the-most-from-diversity-dollars.aspx

